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In this fast-paced world, every business is vulnerable
to both old and new threats.

DO YOUR DISPUTE
RESOLUTION PROCESSES
NEED UPDATING?

Our focus is on helping to future-proof your business:
staying ahead of the challenges so that you can
identify and embrace opportunities when they arise.
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TRAPS FOR TRUSTEES IN
FINANCE DOCUMENTS

• Are you putting systems in place for the new
financial product design and distribution
obligations?
• Can you comply with ASIC’s updated requirements
for dealing with consumer and small business
complaints under your internal dispute resolution
procedures?
• Do you understand the new foreign owner land tax
surcharge exemptions?
• Do you know what factors trustees should consider
when entering finance documents?
• Have you looked at the wholesale client tests and
whether you need to issue a PDS?
• Is your advertising of managed investment
products ‘true-to-label’ and clear, balanced, and
accurate?
• Do you know what obligations are created by small
scale offers?
Also, Sean McMahon shares some telling insights
from our recent Australia Property Investment Forum
where a panel of experts reviewed the latest Property
Council of Australia/MSCI Australia Annual Property
Index results.
Our lawyers work hard to understand the current and
future environment for funds management and real
estate and can help you plan and implement your next
steps.
We hope you enjoy the latest edition of Fundamental.
Best regards

LAST WORDS

mcmahonclarke.com

@mcmahonclarke

Langton Clarke
Partner, Funds Management
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SEAN MCMAHON
Managing Partner
Funds Management

Some telling insights
The World Health Organisation
declared COVID-19 a pandemic
on 12 March 2020. I’m not sure if
people will talk about that date
in the same way some people
say they remember where they
heard the news Princess Diana
had passed away. But it’s fair
to say COVID-19 has impacted
more people across the globe
than Princess Diana’s passing
(with all due respect to the
Princess and her family).
We have just hosted the
Australia Property Investment
Forum where MSCI Australia
announced the Property Council
of Australia/MSCI Australia
Annual Property Index 2020 Q2
results (you can watch the video
here if you missed it).
There were a couple of telling
insights in the results. Firstly,
we have just experienced the
first quarter of negative capital
growth for property since the
GFC. We have also seen a
significant drop in income
generated across asset classes.
This is not unexpected, but it
does appear to be a sign that
the impact of COVID-19 will

differ from the GFC. The GFC
was a credit crisis which had a
significant impact on capital
values, but income returns
held up fairly well (generally
speaking). It seems the ‘cash
is king’ mantra (ie tenants who
will survive through this and
pay their rent) will be critical in
navigating COVID-19.
No one likes uncertainty; it is
unsettling for everyone. But
that is where we find ourselves.
Our thoughts are with our
Victorian friends who are about
halfway through their second
(and harder) lockdown. I am
very lucky (at the moment) to
be in Queensland where life is
different (the Reds are winning,
but the Broncos are losing?!),
but is certainly closer to normal
than it has been for a while. I
mention this only to make the
point that while the situation
might seem bleak and ‘normal’
seems far, far away for those
in lockdown, as they say in the
classics, ‘this too will pass’. I
sincerely hope you will be
pleasantly surprised by how
quickly things improve.
Take care.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

DESIGN AND
DISTRIBUTION
OBLIGATIONS–

PROPERLY PLANNING FOR THE DDO
REGIME AND PUTTING INTO PLACE THE
SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES NEEDED WILL
TAKE TIME, EFFORT AND THINKING.
THERE IS A FAIR BIT INVOLVED. WHILST
THERE IS STILL OVER A YEAR TO GO, IT
WOULD BE WISE TO START SOON.
TAKING THE TIME TO DEVELOP YOUR
OWN IMPLEMENTATION PLAN WILL HELP
CRYSTALLISE THE DIFFERENT TASKS
NEEDED AND ALSO HELP THOSE WITHIN
YOUR BUSINESS START TO FOCUS ON HOW
THEY WILL BE INVOLVED.

are you ready?

Although the pandemic means ASIC
has delayed the commencement date
for compliance with the new financial
product design and distribution
obligations (DDOs) until 5 October
2021, the experience of product issuers
in Europe when similar rules were
introduced shows there is more work
involved in getting ready than initially
meets the eye.

MATT MOSES
Special Counsel
Funds Management
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Back in February this year,
we wrote about proposed
guidance from ASIC on how it
plans to administer the DDOs.
That final guidance is yet to be
issued. Here, special counsel
Matt Moses explains in practical
terms what product issuers need
to do to prepare.

Key takeaways
• Properly planning for the
DDO regime and putting
into place the systems and
processes needed will take
time, effort and thinking.
• There is a fair bit involved.
Whilst there is still over a year
to go, it would be wise to
start soon.
• Taking the time to develop
your own implementation
plan will help crystallise the
different tasks needed and
also help those within your
business start to focus on
how they will be involved.

The legal obligations –
a reminder

Translating these into
practice

The law underlying the DDO
regime sets out obligations for
product issuers and obligations
for distributors.

As we noted in our earlier
article, an important part of
the new regime is developing
an appropriate ‘Product
Governance Framework’ around
your DDO obligations.

An issuer’s obligations under the
new regime drive what needs
to happen in practice, so it is
worth revisiting what the key
obligations are. They are to—
• make a target market
determination (TMD) for each
fund being offered
• take reasonable steps that
will, or are reasonably likely
to, result in the product
being distributed consistently
with the TMD
• notify ASIC of ‘significant
dealings’ that are not
consistent with the TMD, and
• conduct reviews of the TMD.

Fund managers should develop
an implementation plan,
documenting the steps needed
to comply with the DDO regime
in the context of their own
business and their distribution
channels.
We are already working with
clients to help them understand
and develop what is needed.
Examples of some of the key
steps and considerations
include:
• Working out the appropriate
class of investor for each of
your funds. So, for example,
ask yourself—
- Is your fund maybe only
suitable for an informed
investor?

-

Is your fund suitable for an
investor who cannot afford
to bear any loss?

• Preparing the TMD
- The TMD needs to include
certain information,
such as the distribution
conditions and restrictions
for your fund.
• Engaging with your
distribution network
- Particularly if you
use several different
distribution channels, this
part of the process could
end up taking some time
and resources.
- For example, controls
need to be included
in your distribution
arrangements, as well as
reporting obligations,
and this could mean
negotiations over existing
or new agreements.

Your next steps
Although ASIC has delayed
the commencement date for
compliance with the new DDO
regime, fund managers need to
be on the front foot and develop
an implementation plan. Our
Funds Management lawyers are
working closely with clients to
ensure they understand what
is required and are available to
assist with developing your plan.
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DO YOUR DISPUTE
RESOLUTION
PROCESSES NEED
UPDATING?
ASIC’s updated requirements for how financial firms deal with consumer
and small business complaints under their Internal Dispute Resolution (IDR)
procedures are consistent with many other ASIC policies and processes released in
the post-Hayne Royal Commission world.

SELINA NUTLEY
Special Counsel
Funds Management
and Commercial
Disputes

Special counsel Selina Nutley
says ASIC’s new Regulatory
Guide 271 Internal dispute
resolution (RG 271) focuses
on proactivity on the part of
licensees so that, as much as
possible, issues are identified
and resolved before a complaint
is made.
In this article, Selina explains the
central features of RG 271 and
encourages licensees to take
steps to ensure their systems
can comply with the new
requirements.

Background
Currently, all financial firms
providing advice to retail clients
must have IDR processes in
accordance with Regulatory
Guide 165 Licensing: Internal
and external dispute resolution
(RG 165).
In 2019, ASIC released its report
detailing proposed changes to
RG 165. Some of the proposals,
particularly those about
classifying complaints made via
social media, raised significant
concern in the financial services
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sector. On 30 July 2020, ASIC
released new RG 271 which will
eventually replace RG 165.

Central features
of RG 271
Here is a summary of the central
features of RG 271 and how it
differs from RG 165:
• There is a greater focus on
‘the vibe’ and creation of an
organisation-wide culture
intended to identify and raise
issues proactively and resolve
complaints quickly.
• The definition of ‘complaint’
is largely the same. However,
ASIC has made it clear
that posts on social media
channels or accounts owned
or controlled by the licensee
can constitute a complaint.
This is the change many
licensees feared. However,
it is equally clear in RG 271
that there is no obligation to
identify complaints made on
third party controlled social
media accounts or channels.

• The licensee is now obliged
to provide reasons for the
decision set out in the IDR
response, including by:
- identifying and addressing
the issues raised in the
complaint
- setting out findings on
material questions of
fact and referring to
information that supports
those findings
- providing enough detail
for the complainant to
understand the basis
of the decision and to
be fully informed when
deciding whether to
escalate the matter to
AFCA or another forum.
• For standard complaints,
an IDR response must be
provided no later than
30 calendar days after
receipt. This is a significant
reduction from the 45 days
currently contained in RG
165. There are limited
instances where licensees are
relieved of this obligation,
but all require the licensee to
serve a delay notification on
the complainant before the
time expires.

• Systemic issues are dealt
with more extensively than in
RG 165. Systemic issues are
matters that affect, or have
the potential to affect, more
than one consumer, such
as inadequate disclosure
documents or consistent
system errors. Licensees
are required to have clear
processes for how to identify
and deal with systemic issues,
and where identified, to take
prompt action to identify
consumers and provide fair
remediation.
• There is also a further focus
on data collection, analysis,
and internal reporting about
the number and nature
of complaints, and how
they are dealt with. Senior
management and boards
are expected to be regularly
provided with these reports,
and it should be disclosed
in annual reports. Licensees
must undertake regular
compliance audits.

• Importantly, RG 271 does
not oblige licensees to
report complaints data to
ASIC every six months as
previously mooted in the
consultation paper. ASIC’s
revised timetable of ongoing
work presently provides for
consultation on this topic
in the third quarter of 2020
when we expect to see more
specific obligations imposed.

THERE IS A GREATER FOCUS
ON ‘THE VIBE’ AND CREATION
OF AN ORGANISATION-WIDE
CULTURE INTENDED TO
IDENTIFY AND RAISE ISSUES
PROACTIVELY AND RESOLVE
COMPLAINTS QUICKLY.

What’s next?
When RG 271 comes into effect
on 5 October 2021, RG 165 will
be revoked. However, licensees
need to undertake work in the
interim to ensure their systems
are capable of compliance with
RG 271.
If you need help with reviewing
your systems and ensuring they
meet the relevant standards, our
Funds Management team can
help.
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Foreign owner land tax
SURCHARGE EXEMPTIONS EXPLAINED
The Queensland Office of State Revenue (OSR) has released guidelines in Public Ruling
LTA000.4.1 (Ruling) exempting some entities from the foreign owner land tax surcharge. The
implementation of the surcharge has been delayed to the 2020-21 financial year due to the
pandemic.

CRITERIA FOR RELIEF
To be eligible for relief from
the surcharge, a foreign entity
must satisfy all the following
requirements:

LUKE HEFFERAN
Lawyer
Real Estate

In March this year, we wrote
about the process for objecting
to land tax valuations and
noted the OSR was preparing
guidelines about the framework
for ex gratia relief for foreign
entities from the foreign owner
land tax surcharge.
The new guidelines are not
as expansive as the relief
arrangements in the equivalent
Victorian guidelines. It is yet to
be seen how the OSR will assess
the eligibility of applicants and
the levels of relief provided.
Here, lawyer Luke Hefferan
explains what the guidelines
mean, and says entities need
to confirm the impact of the
surcharge on their assets and
their potential eligibility for ex
gratia relief.

BACKGROUND
Legislation was passed in 2019
which placed an additional land
tax surcharge on all freehold
land (not just residential land, as
is the case in other jurisdictions)
owned by a foreign entity.
The surcharge is calculated
at a rate of 2 percent of the
property value above $350,000
(ie surcharge amount = (property
value – $350,000) x 2%).
For more details about the
regime please click here.
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• be ‘Australian based’
• comply with all Foreign
Investment Review Board
(FIRB) requirements in
relation to the acquisition of
the land
• comply with all regulatory
requirements under the
Corporations Act (or
equivalent legislation in
their relevant jurisdiction)
and all Queensland taxation
laws without having any
outstanding liabilities.
• conduct commercial activities
which make a ‘significant
contribution to the
Queensland economy and
community’.
For a detailed discussion about
these requirements please click
here.

OMISSIONS AND POTENTIAL
PITFALLS
In the equivalent Victorian
guidelines, an automatic
exemption from the surcharge
applies to entities which are
publicly listed corporations
or widely held trusts. This
automatic exemption is not
included in the Queensland
guidelines.
There is also no proportionality
between the surcharge liability
and the percentage of foreign
ownership of the entity. That
is, a corporation which is 50
percent foreign owned will (in
the absence of ex gratia relief
eligibility) pay the full 2 percent
surcharge just as a 100 percent
foreign owned corporation
would (ie the surcharge is
applied in an ‘all or nothing’
approach).

A final (and possibly inadvertent)
consequence of the ‘significant
contribution’ test is the flow
on effect for tenants under
commercial leases with a foreign
landlord. For example, if a
foreign landlord entity owns a
building and cannot establish
they provide a significant
contribution to the Queensland
economy (ie the landlord simply
owns the building for leasing
purposes), then the landlord is
liable for the additional land tax
surcharge. If land tax is included
as an outgoing payable by the
tenant under this lease, the
ultimate effect of the surcharge
regime will be an impost on
local tenants to pay the liability
of foreign landlords.
Given the broad scope and look
through provisions to determine
which entitles are considered
foreign from a surcharge liability
perspective, we recommend
commercial tenants contact their
landlord to discuss the potential
surcharge liability of the their
landlord and what steps (if any)
their landlord will take to apply
for relief or the extent to which
this liability will be collected as
an outgoing under the lease.

APPLYING FOR RELIEF
Any landowners which the
OSR considers may be liable
for the surcharge would have
received a notification last year
requesting confirmation of their
foreign status. To the extent a
landowner did not receive this
notice, there is still an obligation
on the landowner to contact
the OSR to confirm their foreign
status if they know, or ought
reasonably know, they should
be liable for the surcharge.
There are penalties for failing to
comply with this obligation.

Although the issuing of the
2020‑21 land tax assessments
has been delayed until October
2020 due to the pandemic,
affected foreign entities can
lodge their applications in
advance with the intention of
receiving relief prior to the
surcharge being applied. This
would of course allow those
entities to better manage
liquidity by avoiding paying the
surcharge and later seeking a
refund.
Applications must be made
by way of an approved form
statutory declaration with the
applicant to provide as much
supporting evidence as possible
to support the position outlined
in their declaration that they
satisfy, or will satisfy, all four
eligibility requirements.
Fortunately, the Ruling confirms
a common-sense approach will
be taken where all land owned
by a foreign entity which satisfies
the ex gratia relief criteria will
receive relief from the surcharge.
So, a foreign entity only needs to
make one application for relief
and not separate applications
for separate parcels of land
which they own.
The relief will continue to apply
for as long as the foreign entity
satisfies the relief criteria. To that
extent, eligible applicants will
need to lodge annual statutory
declarations confirming they
continue to satisfy the relief
criteria to receive continuing
relief over multiple financial
years.

NEXT STEPS?
Our Real Estate lawyers can
help with any questions you
may have about your eligibility
for exemption from the foreign
surcharge or applying for an
exemption.
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Traps for trustees
IN FINANCE DOCUMENTS
When entering into any agreement, a trustee of a trust needs to consider specific factors,
including when entering into the documents for a debt finance transaction, whether as borrower,
guarantor, security provider, or lender. In this article, special counsel Emma Donaghue highlights
some key traps for trustees when it comes to finance documents.

KEY ISSUES FOR TRUSTEE
BORROWERS

EMMA DONAGHUE
Special Counsel
Funds Management

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN A
COMPANY AND A TRUST
There are some differences
between a company and a
trust which impact a finance
transaction, including:
• The assumptions a person is
entitled to make about the
company. Parties transacting
with a trustee must be
more informed about the
processes and procedures
the trustee must follow in
entering the transaction.
• Trustees must have an
express power or right (under
the relevant trust documents)
to enter into the transaction,
whereas there is no limitation
on a company’s powers
(except where an express
limitation is included in its
constitution).
• While the Corporations Act
applies to companies, there
is no statutory framework for
the insolvency of a trust.
These differences mean finance
documents and processes need
to be tailored where an entity is
acting as trustee of a trust.
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The nature of the clauses
required to regulate the
relationship between the lender
and a trust borrower or obligor
are mainly dictated by the results
of the lender’s due diligence of
the trustee and the background
of the transaction (including
the assets or business being
financed).
Where a trustee is a borrower
or obligor under a finance
document, there are some
key issues to keep in mind,
including:
• Is it appropriate to limit the
trustee’s liability to the assets
of the trust, and if so, to what
extent?
• The lender is not afforded
the same protections and
opportunities to make
assumptions about due
execution and process if they
were lending to an Australian
incorporated company in
its personal capacity. This
means the lender needs to
get specific representations
and warranties, including:
- The trustee has full
power under the trust
deed to enter into the
finance documents and
perform the transaction
contemplated by them
and also to carry on the
business of the trust.
- The trustee has taken all
necessary action under
the trust deed to enable
it to enter into the finance
documents.

-

The trust deed is validly
executed, stamped, and
in full force.
- The trustee is the only
trustee of the trust.
- The transactions
contemplated by the
finance documents are for
the commercial benefit
and in the commercial
interests of the
beneficiaries of the trust.
- The trustee has the right
to be fully indemnified out
of the trust assets and the
trust assets are sufficient
to satisfy the trustee’s
right of indemnity.
• Where the trustee is an
outsourced trustee and
an investment manager
is appointed, the trustee
may not have the requisite
knowledge to provide
the representations and
warranties related to the
assets of the trust.
• It is important to ensure
any obligations around
agreements between the
trustee and third parties do
not fetter the trustee’s rights
to an extent it is not able to
exercise its duties as trustee.
For example, we have seen
lenders request tripartite
agreements with the trustee
and investment manager
that prevent the trustee from
terminating the investment
management agreement; this
means the trustee will not be
able to contractually remove
the investment manager,
even if it is in the best
interests of investors.

• Whether trust distributions
should be made while the
finance is owing.
• Where the trust is a managed
investment scheme, whether
the finance documents are
consistent with any disclosure
document provided to
investors.

WHOLESALE VS
RETAIL CLIENTS –
HAVE YOU READ THE FINE PRINT?
Raising capital can be difficult in the best of times. The COVID-19
environment has thrown up even more challenges, particularly in the
retail investment sector where ASIC is concerned about heightened
vulnerabilities for consumers.

ISSUES FOR TRUSTEE
LENDERS
Where a trustee is the lender:
• It should not commit to
making a loan where it has
not already raised the funds.
• The lender must also be
careful when registering
mortgages and security
interests as there are specific
rules relating to trusts and
trustees. For mortgages, the
rules differ state by state. A
failure to comply with the
rules may leave the lender
unsecured.

ARE THERE ANY TRAPS?
Our expertise in funds
management and banking and
finance means we are uniquely
placed to assist trustees in
banking and finance transactions
to ensure there are no hidden
traps that could put the trustee
in a difficult position during the
term of the loan.

LANGTON CLARKE
Partner
Funds Management

Under the Corporations Act
(Act), investors are presumed to
be retail unless an exemption
applies. Raising funds from
retail clients generally requires
preparing and issuing a
regulated document such as a
PDS. If funds are only raised
from wholesale clients, then such
a document, and the associated
cost and compliance, is not
required.
Here, partner Langton Clarke
looks at some of the wholesale
client tests and shares some tips
which may make sourcing capital
a little easier.

$500,000 exemption
One of the longest standing
carve-outs from the retail client
classification is the $500,000
exemption. Investors who
subscribe that amount of capital
for a financial product or service
are deemed wholesale under
the Act. Whilst this minimum

threshold has been in place
for some time (it has not even
increased by CPI over the
years), it is still a large amount
for investors to subscribe.
However, product issuers
can avail themselves of some
useful provisions in the Act’s
regulations:
• The price of several
products acquired in the
same transaction can be
aggregated for the purpose
of calculating the $500,000
minimum. The products
must be issued about the
same time and be in the
same class (for example, units
in the same fund). This allows
the spreading of a $500,000
investment across tightly held
related entities.
• An investor subscribing for
financial products on a partly
paid basis will be wholesale if
the total capital commitment
is at least $500,000 and
there is an appropriate
arrangement in place to
pay that capital. This would
ordinarily take the form of a
subscription agreement, but
the drafting must be carefully
considered to comply with
the exemption. Curiously,
acquiring tranches of
products on a fully-paid basis
falls outside the exemption,
even though $500,000 might
ultimately be paid.

• Related bodies corporate
of wholesale clients are also
taken to be wholesale. This
essentially covers holding
companies or subsidiaries.

High net worth
investors
Another common exemption
from the retail client
classification is the provision
of an accountant’s certificate
confirming a person has
minimum net assets ($2.5 million)
or gross income ($250,000 per
year for the past two years).
Under relief granted by ASIC
across the board, the person’s
net assets and gross income are
taken to include the assets and
income of trusts and companies
they control.

20/12 rule
Subject to meeting some strict
requirements around offers
to identified investors, up to
$2 million can be raised from
no more than 20 investors in
rolling 12-month periods without
a regulated capital raising
document. These investors
can still be defined as retail.
See our article Small scale
offers – have you weighed up
your options? in this edition of
Fundamental for more detail on
this exemption.

The fine print
There are of course some
limitations. In calculating the
$500,000 minimum investment
amount, funds lent to an
investor by a product issuer or
its associate cannot be counted.
Also, superannuation lump sum
payments must be disregarded
if the product issuer knows, or
ought reasonably to know, that is
the source of the funds provided
by an investor. In the current
environment, where early access
to superannuation money has
been mandated, this must be
borne in mind.
Finally, the 20/12 rule
provides an exemption from
the disclosure document
requirements only. Issuers
must still consider whether
there are any financial licensing
implications.

How can we help?
Our Funds Management team
can provide you with advice
around the wholesale client tests
so that you understand your
obligations and compliance
requirements.
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ASIC CRACKDOWN
ON ADVERTISING
Senior associate Kristy McCluskey reports ASIC has put responsible
entities on notice that they must ensure advertising of managed
investment products is ‘true-to-label’ and is clear, balanced and
accurate. The warning comes as part of ASIC’s risk-based surveillance
of advertising material, website disclosure and product disclosure
statements of managed funds and is a key focus of ASIC’s Interim
Corporate Plan 2020-21.

KRISTY MCCLUSKEY
Senior Associate
Funds Management

ASIC surveillance
Following surveillance
undertaken by ASIC, the
corporate regulator was of
the view that advertisements
for several registered funds
provided inaccurate and
unbalanced information to
investors. ASIC expressed
concern about—
• unbalanced comparisons
of some aspects of funds
(eg higher returns) without
also highlighting the key
differences and risks
• safety and stability
representations promoting
funds as having little or no
risk of capital loss, despite
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the fund’s underlying assets
being considerably risky and
volatile
• withdrawal representations
giving the impression
withdrawing funds on short
notice is easy, where the
liquidity of the fund assets
does not support this claim.

True-to-label
advertising
ASIC warns investors to be wary
of investment advertising that
is not true-to-label, such as
advertising comparing fixedterm investment products to
bank term deposits. ASIC is
particularly concerned with
advertising which suggests
investment in a fixed-term
investment product is an
‘alternative’ or ‘substitute’ for
a fixed-term deposit, as ASIC
views these two products as
having very different risk profiles.
Whether ASIC’s position on
the advertising targeted is
correct or not, there is no doubt
the regulator will continue its
surveillance as a priority in line

with its Interim Corporate Plan
2020-21 to ensure investment
advertising is true-to-label by
actively—
• monitoring advertising
and website promotions
of managed investment
schemes
• testing advertising and
promotions against formal
disclosure documents,
constitutions, and underlying
assets
• taking regulatory action
as necessary where
advertising and promotions
are not consistent with the
underlying documents and
fund assets.

How can we help?
ASIC’s crackdown on investment
advertising means fund
managers need to test whether
their advertising is true-to-label.
We can help with reviewing your
advertisements and answering
any queries you may have about
meeting ASIC’s requirements.

SMALL SCALE OFFERS –
have you weighed up your options?

Small scale offers (SSOs) have long been used by trustees and investment managers to
lawfully raise capital without adhering to the strict disclosure requirements imposed
by the Corporations Act (Act).
Simply put, from an investment
funds perspective, the Act
allows an unregistered managed
investment scheme to accept
investments from retail investors
without having to issue a PDS.
The obvious benefit of SSOs is
that capital may be sourced for a
fund from retail (and wholesale)
clients without incurring the
cost and ongoing obligations
associated with issuing a PDS.
However, Langton Clarke and
Tom Chow from our Funds
Management team warn that
SSOs can easily create ongoing
concerns and obligations
for trustees and responsible
entities which may outweigh the
convenience.

What is an SSO?
Typically, an issuer of interests in
a managed investment scheme
must issue a PDS to a retail client
before issuing them units in the
scheme.
Under the Act, provided certain
requirements are met, an issuer
does not need to issue a PDS
where—
• the number of people to
whom the issuer has issued
financial products does not
exceed 20 in any 12-month
period, and
• the amount raised by the
issuer from issuing financial
products does not exceed
$2 million in any 12-month
period.

The 12-month period in each
case is assessed on a rolling
basis so, at least at surface level,
an SSO seems an attractive
method for conveniently raising
capital. However, it cuts both
ways: monitoring compliance
with the law across various
financial products over a
12-month rolling window can
be difficult for funds that do
not have robust compliance
reporting and procedures in
place.

The cost and time investment
to acquire an AFSL is significant
and the consequences of
engaging in a financial services
business without the appropriate
authorisations are severe,
particularly where products and
services are provided to more
vulnerable individuals, such as
retail clients. That means any
product issuer relying on the
SSO carve-out should ensure
they adhere to the AFSL rules.

It is important to note the
SSO provisions do not apply
separately to each financial
product issued by an issuer; it
is assessed in aggregate. For
example, a trustee entity with
several separate funds can only
issue interests to 20 retail clients
in total across all funds while
relying on the SSO provisions.

Registration and
issuing a PDS

Licensing
These provisions do not have
any effect on AFSL requirements.
An issuer, relying on the SSO
exemption, may not be required
to issue a PDS. However, the
appropriate AFSL authorisations
for the financial services being
provided (such as issuing
interests in the fund) are still
required.

The Act provides that, in
general, a managed investment
scheme operator must issue
a PDS to retail clients prior
to issuing them units in the
scheme.
This may cause problems where
an issuer has previously relied
on the SSO exemption and
either the investor or capital
ceiling is breached. In that case,
the issuer is required to issue
PDSs in relation to the financial
product offering which caused
the breach and all subsequent
financial product offerings (if
those offerings caused the
breach to continue).
The next domino to fall is the
registration of the managed
investment scheme: breaching
the investor ceiling is also
likely to trigger the statutory
requirement to register a
managed investment scheme.

Registration and issuing a
PDS are both time consuming
exercises which bring with
them their own compliance,
disclosure, and reporting
requirements.
Our funds management lawyers
can help you understand the
obligations that come with SSOs
and help you weigh up the
options.

LANGTON CLARKE
Partner
Funds Management

THOMAS CHOW
Law Graduate
Funds Management
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FUNDS
MANAGEMENT
DEALS
Here’s a snapshot of some of the bespoke funds
management deals we’ve managed for our clients.

CENTURIA 80 FLINDERS STREET FUND

MAIR PROPERTY FUNDS

Assisting Centuria Property Funds launch this
unlisted property fund which raised $75 million
to acquire a premier A-grade office tower at
80 Flinders Street in the Adelaide CBD.

Advising on the flagship MPF Diversified Fund
No. 2, including the PDS for the third, fourth and
fifth round capital raisings, and also establishing
the MPF Banksia Grove Property Fund (a
$20 million commercial service centre in Perth).

PRIMEWEST GROUP ASX LISTING AND
WHOLESALE PROPERTY SCHEMES

GRYPHON CAPITAL INCOME TRUST

Acting for Primewest Group in listing its
business on the ASX, including establishing and
registering a new managed investment scheme,
plus advising on establishing several wholesale
property schemes.

Advising Gryphon Capital Investments and
One Managed Investment Funds on all aspects
of the capital raising activities for Gryphon
Capital Income Trust (ASX:GCI) which invests in
Australian RMBS and ABS.

PERTH MARKETS RESTRUCTURE

GLOBAL SRI ETHICAL ALPHA FUND

Advising One Funds Management on the
restructure of the Perth Markets by way of two
interlinked schemes.

Assisting Australian Fiduciaries to launch this
unique fund offering investors the opportunity to
elect to obtain different exposures to investment
strategies via a single fund.

AFSL APPLICATIONS AND VARIATIONS
Advising numerous investment and financial
advisory businesses, fund managers, asset/
investment managers, corporate advisory
businesses, and non-cash payment providers on
AFSL applications and variations.

ASCF PREMIUM CAPITAL FUND
Advising on this $20 million retail scheme,
including preparing the constitution and
compliance plan and registering the fund with
ASIC.

USS SERVICES

AUSTRALIAN FARMLANDS FUNDS

Advising the trustee, USS Services, on the merger
of two wholesale managed investment funds
(valued at $90 million) as part of a merger of UK
based companies.

Advising Kilter Investments on establishing the
Australian Farmlands Funds, a stapled wholesale
agribusiness fund comprising a landowning
vehicle and an operations vehicle.

ONE INVESTMENT GROUP

ALLFIN CAPPED INTEREST FUND – SERIES 1

Advising Australia’s leading independent provider
of responsible entity, trustee, corporate trust, fund
administration and custody services on establishing
approximately 30 managed investment schemes
each year across a multitude of sectors.

Acting for the trustee, MARQ Private Funds,
on establishing the fund which provides an
innovative source of lending to owners of retail
pharmacies, including preparing multiple loan
agreements for its seed investment of loans in a
portfolio of 18 pharmacy acquisitions.

WHITE & PARTNERS
Advising on and establishing about 10 managed
investment schemes each year, including hotel,
office, and retail property funds as well as debt
funds lending to those sectors.
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